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1 Introduction
In the literature, two main approaches are used to describe dynamics of M5-brane theory.
The rst approach is called the superembedding approach [1], in which a supersymmetric
M5-brane worldvolume is embedded into an 11-dimensional supersymmetric target space.
This approach was carried out in [2, 3]. Alternatively, the approach called the Green-
Schwarz approach, in which a bosonic M5-brane worldvolume is embedded into an 11-
dimensional supersymmetric target space can also be used. The rst successful attempt on
this approach is shown in [4{6], in which the action known as the PST action is constructed.
Within the Green-Schwarz approach, it is also possible to construct alternative actions
which are expected to serve some specic purposes better. In particular, with the hope to
understand the connection between the ve-brane proposal [7, 8] and the known complete
M5 action, the alternative action [9, 10] is constructed. Although it is yet unclear whether
this alternative action would eventually serve its original intended purpose, the possibility
to have more than one action which fully describes a single supersymmetric M5-brane
should already be a good motivation to seek further alternative actions. In this paper,
we construct yet another alternative action. An attempt toward the 2+4 formulation of
M5-brane action is put forward in [11]. However, it is still unclear whether the completion

















Making symmetries of underlying theory manifest is always benecial, and it is no
exception for duality symmetry. For example, the construction of the duality symmetric
action of 11d supergravity allows its direct coupling to both the M2{ and M5-branes [12].
For us, we are interested in the duality-symmetric worldvolume action for the M5-brane.
In [13, 14], in order to reect the duality property of M5-brane, the dual action to the
quadratic PST action [15] for chiral 2-form is constructed. This action, however, still does
not describe the M5-brane as the non-linearisation and the couple to the other elds have
yet to be implemented. The main goal in our paper is to obtain the M5-brane action in
the dual formalism.
In order to achieve this goal, we start from considering the quadratic action for the
chiral 2-form in the dual formulation. In a sense, this is obtained from using the gauge
freedom to x the auxiliary eld of the model in [13, 14]. We have checked that despite
the fact that the Lorentz symmetry is not manifest due to a certain space-like direction is
singled out, this action can be shown to have the modied version of Lorentz symmetry.
We next couple this action with 6d gravity and show that it possesses a modied version
of dieomorphism symmetry. Next, we non-linearise the action by utilising the idea of [16{
18], in which one starts from the known Hamiltonian for the gauge-xed PST action, relax
certain constraints, and then work out the action. Having obtained the linearised action,
the extension to the M5-brane action is straightforward. The most non-trivial check is
whether the action possesses the kappa symmetry. We have shown that this is the case.
In [4, 6], it was shown that the double dimensional reduction of the gauge-xed PST
M5-brane action gives rise to the dual D4-brane action [19]. With the dual nature of the
dual 1+5 M5 action, it is anticipated that a standard D4 action [20, 21] written in terms
of a worldvolume vector gauge eld would be obtained upon double dimensional reduction.
We have carried out the dimensional reduction and found that it is indeed the case.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we rst review the M5-brane action in
the PST formulation, and then present the M5-brane action in the dual 1+5 formulation.
Its derivation is shown in section 3. In section 4, the constraint analysis of the action is
discussed. This presents further verications on the action. In section 5, we show that
the on-shell values of the dual 1+5 action equals to those of the 1+5 and 3+3 actions. It
is shown in section 6 that the double dimensional reduction of dual 1+5 M5 action gives
directly the standard D4 action. In Conclusion we summarise our results and discuss some
open problems and possible future works.
2 The M5-brane actions
The action for a single supersymmetric M5-brane in the Green-Schwarz approach describes
an M5-brane embedded into an 11 dimensional target superspace. Within this approach
its rst formulation, known as the PST formulation, is presented in [5, 6]. In the PST
formulation, an auxiliary scalar eld is introduced. There is a local gauge symmetry which
reects the auxiliary nature of this eld. After a gauge xing of this symmetry, the auxiliary
eld is identied as one of the coordinates of the 6d worldvolume. As a result, the 6d

















longer manifest. However, it can be shown that the resulting theory still has the full 6d
dieomorphism symmetry, which is modied. Furthermore, as in the case of the original
PST formulation, the resulting action legitimately describes a single supersymmetric M5-
brane in a generic 11d supergravity superbackground. Therefore due to the way the indices
are separated, we call this action, which is a result of the gauge-xing of the auxiliary eld
from the one in PST formulation, as being in the 1+5 formulation. Note that in this
formulation, the singled out direction can either be space-like or time-like. In particular,
we will call the 1+5 formulation in which the space-like direction is singled out as the
PS1+5 formulation, whereas the one in which the time-like direction is singled out will be
called the HT1+5 formulation.
More recently it is shown by construction in [10] that, also within the Green-Schwarz
approach, there exists an alternative formulation of a single supersymmetric M5-brane.
In this formulation, there are three auxiliary scalar elds. After the gauge-xing of these
scalar elds, the 6d worldvolume indices are separated into 3d and 3d ones. The resulting
theory also legitimately describes a single supersymmetric M5-brane, and is said as being
in the 3+3 formulation. Having an extra formulation at hand, it is natural to expect that
this would eventually prove useful in order to understand more about the nature of M5-
brane, and of course it would be natural to seek for other formulations. In [11], an attempt
was made in order to construct the 2+4 formulation. However, it has not yet been clear
whether such a construction would be possible.
In this paper, we construct and present yet another formulation, called the dual 1+5
formulation. To the best of our knowledge, the complete M5-brane action in the dual 1+5
formulation has not been presented nor discussed before in the literature. As for the case
of the 1+5 formulation, one direction on the 6d worldvolume is singled out. However,
the singled out direction can only be space-like. This feature is dierent from the 1+5
formulation, in which the singled out direction can either be space-like or time-like.
In this paper, the signature of the metric of the 11-dimensional target superspace is
taken to be mostly plus. It is parametrized by ZM = (XM ; ), in which XM are eleven
bosonic coordinates and  are 32 real fermionic coordinates. The geometry of the 11d
supergravity are described by tangent-space vector super-vielbeins EA(Z) = dZMEMA(Z)
(A = 0; 1; 2;    ; 10) and Majorana-spinor super-vielbeins E(Z) = dZMEM(Z) ( =
1; 2;    ; 32).
The vector super-vielbein satises the following essential torsion constraint, which is
required for proving the kappa-symmetry of the M5-brane action,
TA = DEA = dEA + EB
B
A =  iE AE ; (2.1)
where 
B
A(Z) is the 1-form spin connection in eleven dimension,  A =  
A
 are real
symmetric gamma matrices and the exterior dierential acts from the right.
The coordinates x ( = 0; 1;    ; 5) parametrize the worldvolume of the M5-brane
which carries the chiral 2-form gauge eld B2(x) =
1
2dx
dxB(x). The induced metric


























The M5-brane couples to the 11d supergravity 3-form gauge supereld, C3(Z) =
1
3!dZ
M1dZM2dZM3CM3M2M1 , and its C6(Z) dual. Their eld strengths are constrained
as follows








dC6   C3dC3 = 2i
5!
EA1   EA5EE( A5A1) +
1
7!




A1A11F (4)A8A11 ; 
0:::10 =  0:::10 = 1:
(2.3)
The extended eld strengths of B2(x) which appears in the M5-brane action is
H3 = dB2 + C3 ; (2.4)
where C3(Z(x)) is the pullback of the 3-form gauge eld on the M5-brane worldvolume .
Having discussed the background set-up, we next proceed by briey reviewing the
original form of the M5-brane action and then will present our main result, namely, the
alternative worldvolume action for the M5-brane in a generic D = 11 supergravity back-
ground.
2.1 Original M5-brane action
In this case to ensure the 6d worldvolume covariance of the M5-brane action one uses an
auxiliary scalar eld a(x), whose gradient @a could be either time-like, i.e. in a certain
gauge, @a = 
0
 or space-like @a = 
5
.
The M5-brane action in a generic D = 11 supergravity superbackground constructed



























H ; g = det g ; (2.6)
where
05 =  05 = 1 :







  det(g + i( ~H  u)) +
p g
4



































In the action (2.7), the 6d indices on the M5-brane worldvolume are separated into
the 5d indices and the index 5: The 6d indices are represented by the Greek letters
; ;    = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 while the 5d indices are represented by the underlined latin in-
dices a; b;    = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4. Despite the explicit separation of the indices, the action still
possess the dieomorphism symmetries. See [22, 23] for example.
In addition to the conventional abelian gauge symmetry for the chiral 2-form, the
action (2.7) has the following local gauge symmetry:
Bab = 0; B5a = a(x); (2.10)
with a(x) being arbitrary local functions on the woldvolume. The symmetry (2.10) ensures
that the equation of motion of B2 reduces to the non-linear self-duality condition
(H  u) = U( ~H) ; (2.11)
where





( ~H  u)
: (2.12)
The action (2.7) is also invariant under the local fermionic kappa-symmetry transfor-
mations with the parameter (x) which acts on the pullbacks of the target-space super-
vielbeins and the B2 eld strength as follows
iE





A  ZMEAM = 0: (2.13)
g =   4iE(( )) iE ; H(3) = idC(3); a(x) = 0 ;
where (1 +  )=2 is the projector of rank 16 with   having the following formq
det( + i(







16( ~H  u)12( ~H  u)34 56 ;

























2.2 M5-brane action in the dual formulation
In this paper, we construct an M5-brane action in the dual formulation and show that it
has all the required properties, that is it is self-interacting, dieomorphism invariant and






















(C6 +H3 ^ C3) ; (2.16)
with









This theory has the semi-local gauge symmetry
Bab = !ab(x
l); Ba5 = 0; (2.19)
where !ij = ![ij](x
l) are arbitrary functions of 5d coordinates xl. This semi-local gauge

























This alternative M5-brane action is also invariant under the kappa symme-
try (2.13) withq
det( +H










 2 = 1; tr  = 0: (2.23)
Notice that the rst line of the dual 1+5 action (2.16) may be obtained from the rst line
of the gauge-xed PST action (2.7) by the replacement rule
i( ~H  u) ! (H  v) ; i(H  u) ! ( ~H  v) : (2.24)
This formal relation above between actions is a typical characterisation of a formulation
and its dual. For example, the standard Dp-brane actions in terms of their worldvolume
vector elds are related to their electromagnetic dual counterparts, which is written in
terms of the (p   2) forms by a formal replacement rule similar to the above [4, 19].

















worldvolume dualisation of the 2-form gauge eld. Nevertheless, it is found in [13, 14]
that the dualisation of linearised (2.5) with respect to the auxiliary eld a(x) gives the
covariant form of the linearised (2.16). This is why we call (2.16) the dual formulation of
the M5-brane action. Refs. [13, 14] suggest that (2.16) may be covariantized by an auxiliary
4-form. However, the covariantisation issue is quite complicated and we will not touch it
upon throughout this paper.
The derivation and discussions on the M5-brane action in the dual formulation (2.16)
are presented in the subsequent sections.
3 Derivation
3.1 EOM from superembedding
The complete set of equations of motion of the action (2.5) has been shown [24, 25] to
be equivalent to those obtained from the superembedding approach [2]. In particular,
when constructing a single M5-brane action in the 3+3 formulation [10] and in the yet-
incomplete 2+4 formulation [11], the chiral 2-form equations of motion obtained from the
superembedding approach provide useful information on how the action which gives the
required equations of motion should look like. As in the case of the other formulations, also
in the dual 1+5 formulation, it is useful to discuss the equations of motion of the chiral
2-form obtained from the superembedding approach.
In the superembedding formulation of the M5-brane [2, 3] the eld strength H3 of the











111m 1 h = Q
 1m1h11 (3.1)
where m 1 is the inverse matrix of
m
 = 
   2k ; m 1 = Q 1(2  m); k = hh (3.2)
and
Q = 1  2
3




As was shown in [24], by splitting the indices in eqs. (3.1) into 1+5 and expressing com-






1  12tr(H2) + 18tr(H2)2   14tr(H4)
(3.4)
where H and ~H are matrices with components
Hab  H5ab; ~Hab  ~H5ab: (3.5)





























~H2)2   14tr( ~H4)
: (3.6)
Although both the equations (3.4) and (3.6) are essentially the same, only the latter
one arises directly, as a consequence of Euler-Lagrange equation for the B2 sector (with
all background elds and other worldvolume elds turned o) of the action (2.7), which
rst presented by [4, 26]. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, the Lagrangian
which directly gives rise to the equation (3.4) has not appeared before in the literature, let
alone its extended version to describe the complete single M5-brane theory. Thus in this
paper, we construct and present the complete single M5-brane theory in the form which
serves this purpose. This action is given in the equation (2.16).
The construction of this action starts from constructing the at space free theory and
then its nonlinearisation. To achieve the latter, we appeal to the Hamiltonian analysis and
apply the idea of [16{18].
3.2 Free theory in non-covariant form
Let us start by deriving the linearised version of (3.4) from an action principle.






on the 3-form eld strength H3 = dB2 of a 2-form potential B2 from a 6d Lagrangian.
Consider the following 1+5 splitting of eld strength,
H = (Hlmn; Hmn5); l;m; n = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4: (3.8)
The Levi-Civita symbol is split according to
012345 = 1 =  012345; ) 012345 = 012345 = 01234 =  012345 =  01234: (3.9)
The Greek letters are 6d indices ; ;    = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 while the underlined latin indices





pq5 =   1
3!
pqlmnHlmn: (3.10)











The action has the following semi-local gauge symmetry
Bmn = 
mn(x



















k) are arbitrary functions of 5d coordinates xk. To be eligible as a gauge
symmetry, the Noether charge associated with the semi-local symmetry must vanish at











It is clear that the Noether charge Q =
R
j0d5x vanishes identically o-shell, as j0 = 0.
Had we aligned the temporal direction in the `1' of `1+5' splitting, this would not be the
case. In other words, the special direction chosen in the dual 1+5 formulation must be a
spatial one.
















The general solution to the eld equations (3.14) is
1
3!





k) are arbitrary functions of 5d coordinates xk.
Notice that the components of the eld strength Hmn5 are invariant under the trans-












which is in exactly the same form as the right hand side of (3.15). Therefore, by the
gauge-xing 
mn = !mn, one obtains the self-duality equations
1
3!
pqlmn(Hlmn   ~Hlmn) = 0 (3.17)
which is obviously equivalent to (3.7).
The action (3.11) is manifestly invariant under the SO(1; 4) subgroup of the 6d Lorentz
symmetry. However, although less obvious, it is also invariant under the following modied
Lorentz transformation parametrized by m5  m mixing the x5 and other directions xm:
Bmn =

(  x)@5   x5(  @)











where (  x) = m5xm and (  @) = m5@m. Therefore, the action (3.11) enjoys the full
6d Lorentz symmetry. The modied Lorentz symmetry reduces to the standard one when





































Indices in (3.19) are pulled up and down by the 6d metric g with the mostly positive
signature (  + + + ++). The action is still invariant under the semi-local gauge symme-






















g5[5(H   ~H)lmn] = pqijk@k!ij(xl); (3.22)
where !ij = ![ij](x
l) are arbitrary functions of 5d coordinates xl.




g5[5(H   ~H)lmn] = 0 (3.23)
by an appropriate gauge-xing of the semi-local gauge symmetry (3.12).
The action (3.19) enjoys the full 6d dieomorphism. However, the dieomorphism
transformations of Bmn are modied in the directions 
l. Indeed, after a somewhat
lengthy algebra, one shows that the action (3.19) is invariant (up to total derivative
terms) under
Bij = 




















In the next subsection, we will generalise (3.19) to a nonlinear theory following the idea
of [16{18].
3.3 Dual 1+5 Lagrangian from Hamiltonian
The HT1+5 nonlinear theory, which is the chiral 2-form part of PST M5 action (2.5) with
the gauge-xing a = x0, contains primary constraints ~H0a^b^ + a^b^ = 0 (a^; b^ = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5),
where a^b^ are conjugate momenta to Ba^b^. Refs. [16{18] showed that one could obtain the

















HT1+5 Hamiltonian by ( ~H0a^b^ a^b^)=2 and then relax the primary constraints ~H0a^b^+a^b^ =
0 to ~H0i5+i5 = 0 (i = 1; 2; 3; 4). The manifest SO(5) covariant form of HT1+5 formulation
would be rst decomposed to SO(4) by relaxing the primary constraints, and then the
indices 0 and i would be recombined to get a PS1+5 Lagrangian with the manifest SO(1; 4)
covariance. In this section, we will apply the similar technique by relaxing the primary
constraints ~H0a^b^ + a^b^ = 0 to ~H0ij + ij = 0. The result is expected to be the nonlinear
dual 1+5 Lagrangian written in terms of the components H5mn, where m;n = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4.



















b^ is dened as ~H0a^
b^  ~H0b^ga^. For the future convenience of this section, let
us rescale the Lagrangian L ! L0 = 4L and then put it in the rst-order form:

















tr ~H2  ~H0a^b^ ~H0b^a^; tr ~H4  ~H0a^b^ ~H0b^c^ ~H0c^d^ ~H0d^a^; (3.27)
and the metric is Arnowitt-Deser-Misner decomposed
g =




We dene the inverse of a^b^ and its determinant as 


















and then modifying the constraint a^b^ + ~H0a^b^ = 0 to
i5 =   ~H0i5: (3.31)
Using the obtained form of the Hamiltonian, then the PS1+5 Lagrangian can be obtained.
For us, we wish to obtain the dual 1+5 Lagrangian by following the similar way. So,
we start from the rst-order Lagrangian given in the equation (3.26). Let us modify




















Then modify the constraint a^b^ + ~H0a^b^ = 0 to


















~Fa5 = ~Fa5; (3.37)
where ~F a^b^ = ~F a^c^c^b^ and we have intended to maintain the matrix form of ~F which has
one index up and one index down. Dene ~pa^b^ = ~p[a^b^] such that

















a^ = 0; (3.39)
so that we have
~F a^b^ = gb^c^~pc^a^ + ~Tb^a^ = ~pb^a^ + ~Tb^a^: (3.40)
The matrix ~Tb^
a^ encodes the components H5ab, while ~p
5a contains the conjugate momenta
a5 which must be replaced with its equation of motion in order to get the Lagrangian of
the theory.
It is natural to expect the resulting dual 1+5 theory is described by the SO(1; 4) covari-
ant tensor H5ab (a; b = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4). Therefore, following the similar spirit of decomposition,































Let us dene pab = p[ab] such that





















and T ab such that













After performing our version of [16{18] procedure, the full nonlinear Lagrangian is
then











































To get the nal form of the Lagrangian, we need to replace ~pa5 (which contains the conjugate

















Using the above equation of motion to rewrite  4~pa5pa0 in the Lagrangian. This gives
L0 =   ~H0abH0ab + 2 ~H0a5H0a5 + 1
2
~H0ababmn ~H
































































































Note that the manifestly SO(4) covariant expression inside the square root can be
assembled back to a nice SO(1; 4) covariant form





















































As the nonlinear part of the action depends on the eld strength through H5ab, the action
still enjoys the semi-local gauge symmetry (3.12). As a result, the procedures of gauge-
xing to get the self-duality equations follows exactly the steps presented for the free
theory. The upshot is that eld equations of the above action is equivalent to the nonlinear
self-duality equations (2.20).
Note that the action (3.60) enjoys the full 6d dieomorphism invariance. However,
the dieomorphism transformations of Bmn are modied in the directions 
l. Indeed,
















The above transformations reduce to the standard dieomorphism rules if the self-duality
equations are satised.
In this subsection, we have obtained the dual 1+5 Lagrangian from the Hamiltonian.
However, in order for this derivation to be justied, one of the requirements is to show that
the theory has the correct number of degrees of freedom. In the next section, we will show
that this is indeed the case.
4 Constraint analysis
Recall that from section 3.3, we have used the rst-order Lagrangian for dual 1+5 theory
L0 = a^b^H0a^b^ +
1
2





tr ~F2   1
42






















to arrive at the non-linear dual 1+5 action (3.59). By reading o from the rst-order
Lagrangian (4.1), the Hamiltonian and momentum densities are then given by The Hamil-





tr ~F2   1
42





~F a^b^ ~F x^y^a^b^c^x^y^: (4.3)
After combining the Lagrangian (4.1) with that of 6d gravity, one then follows for ex-
ample the Dirac constraint analysis [27, 28]. Finally, One obtains the rst-class constraints:
  0 (6); 0a^  0 (5); H  0 (6); @a^a^b^  0 (4); (4.4)
where  is the conjugate momenta of N
, and the second-class constraints:
~H0ab + ab  0 (6): (4.5)
In total, the nonlinear dual 1+5 chiral 2-form theory has 21 rst-class constraints and 6
second-class constraints. As there are 72 phase space variables (30 from B and 
 and
42 from g and 
; m^n^), the number of degrees of freedom is then
72  2 21  6
2
= 12 = 9 + 3: (4.6)
We thus have 9 propagating degrees of freedom for graviton and 3 for chiral 2-form.
By using the identities
( ~F3)a^b^p^a^b^x^y^ ~Fx^y^ =
1
4
tr( ~F2)p^x^y^m^n^ ~Fm^n^ ~Fx^y^; (4.7)








p^m^n^x^y^ ~Fm^n^ ~Fx^y^; (4.8)
it can be shown that the hypersurface deformation algebra [29]
[Hfull0 (x);Hfull0 (x0)] = (a^b^(x)Hfulla^ (x) + a^b^(x0)Hfulla^ (x0))@b^(5)(x; x0); (4.9)
[Hfulla^ (x);Hfull0 (x0)] = Hfull0 (x)@a^(5)(x; x0) + @m^m^n^(x)
H0
 ~F n^a^ (x)
(5)(x; x0); (4.10)
[Hfulla^ (x);Hfullb^ (x0)] = Hfulla^ (x0)@b^(5)(x; x0) +Hfullb^ (x)@a^(5)(x; x0)
+@m^
m^n^(x)b^j^k^a^n^(x)
~F j^k^(x)(5)(x; x0); (4.11)














; H(g)m^ =  2m^n^rp^ n^p^; (4.12)
where m^n^ is spatial 5d metric, 
m^n^ is the conjugate momenta to m^n^, R is 5d Ricci scalar
and rm^ is -compatible covariant derivative.
By following for example the procedures outlined in [28], it can be shown that the
Hamiltonian density Hfull0 and momentum densities Hfulla^ generate the modied dieomor-

















5 Comparison of on-shell actions
Although the duality-symmetric actions corresponding to formulations with dierent split-
tings of space-time are dierent o-shell, they should agree with each other on-shell. For
free chiral 2-form theories, it was found that the free theory actions with dierent splittings
all vanish on-shell in [9]. In [10], it was shown that the chiral 2-form part of both 1+5 and











(C6 +H3 ^ C3) (5.1)
on-shell.2 Physically, the on-shell value of the chiral 2-form part of the M5 action deter-
mines the tension of the string soliton [26]. This on-shell property of duality-symmetric
action was used in [11] to obtain the nonlinearisation of the 2+4 action.
To put the dual 1+5 M5-brane action on-shell, the superembedding equations
~Hab5 = 4Q
 1  (1  2trf2)fab + 8(f3)ab ;
Hab5 = 4Q
 1  (1 + 2trf2)fab   8(f3)ab ; (5.2)
where fab = hab5, are substituted into the M5-brane action. We found that the on-shell
dual 1+5 M5-brane action is also given by (5.1), and hence it agrees with the on-shell
actions for the 1+5 and 3+3 cases, despite the fact that all of them have dierent o-shell
actions from one another.
The o-shell dierences are of interests because their understanding may shed some
light on the issue of quantising self-dual elds. However, this is still an open problem.
6 Double dimensional reduction
It is known that M-theory on a circle is dual to type IIA string theory [30, 31]. Indeed, if
one wraps the M5-brane on the compact direction, one expects D4-brane be obtained. This
is called double dimensional reduction because both dimensions of the worldvolume of the
M5-brane as well as the target space are reduced. It was shown in [4, 6] that the gauge-
xed PST M5 action gives rise to the dual D4-brane action [19] upon double dimensional
reduction. In this section, we will show that the dual 1+5 M5 action reduces to the standard
D4-brane action written in terms of the worldvolume vector gauge eld directly.
Let X10 be the compact direction that x5 wraps on. After the dimensional reduction,
only the zero Fourier modes are kept. For simplicity, let us consistently neglect the vector
and scalar elds that arise from the reduction of the metric tensor. In particular, the
various objects reduce according to
H ! (Hmnp; Fmn);
g ! gmn;
C ! (Cmnp; Cmn);
C16 ! Cm1m5 ;
v ! 5; v ! 5 ;
(6.1)

















where we have dened
Hmn5  Fmn; Cmn5  Cmn; Cm1m55  Cm1m5 : (6.2)
The Cmnp is the Ramond-Ramond 3-form while Cmn serves as Kalb-Ramond eld in string
theory.



















C2 ^ C3; (6.4)
Fmn = @mAn   @nAm + Cmn (6.5)
is the extended eld strength with Aa  Ba5. The Hmnp components appear in total
derivative terms after reduction and hence are discarded. As a result, only Ba5 components
of the chiral 2-form survives and serves as the vector gauge eld Aa in the D4 worldvolume.
The Wess-Zumino term is written in a formal manner that only 5-forms out of the wedge
product of (C3 + C
0
5) with the formal expansion of exp(F2) are integrated.
The D4-brane action (6.3) obtained by double dimensional reduction of dual 1+5 M5
action is in a standard form [20, 21]. It is obtained by trivial computation without the
need to further dualise any resulting worldvolume gauge eld.
7 Conclusion
We have constructed a dual 1+5 formulation with respect to the conventional PST formal-
ism for the single M5-brane action propagating in a generic 11d supergravity background.
The dual 1+5 M5 action has both the required local gauge symmetries on the worldvolume,
i.e. general coordinate dieomorphism invariance and kappa symmetry, although the action
is in a non-manifestly covariant form. To equalise the eld equations and the self-duality
conditions, a semi-local gauge symmetry is utilised. In order for this semi-local symmetry
to be eligible as a gauge symmetry, the special direction singled out from 6d must be spatial.
Similar restrictions on the choices of temporal direction from the subspaces of splittings
of worldvolume space was also observed in 2+4 formulation [11]. The use of semi-local
gauge symmetry is also necessary for theories of chiral forms in topologically nontrivial
space-time [32{34]. The dual 1+5 M5-brane formulation will be even more useful if we
could validate its usage on topologically nontrivial worldvolume in the future.
The construction of the dual 1+5 M5 action starts from the free theory. The detailed
analysis and gauge-xing in Lagrangian formalism is presented. To nonlinearise the free
theory, we followed the idea outlined in [16{18] by switching to Hamiltonian of HT1+5
and then relaxing certain constraints and nally completing the Legendre transformation.
After obtaining the nonlinear dual 1+5 theory in curved 6d space in one go, we coupled the

















the idea of [16{18], it will be remarkable if one could nd other possible formulations of
self-interacting chiral 2-forms in a curved space by relaxing the primary constraints of
HT1+5 in a dierent manner.
We computed the on-shell value of the dual 1+5 M5 action and found that it is written
in terms of the superembedding scalar variable as in the case of its counterpart formulations,
albeit the M5 actions in dierent splittings disagree with each other o-shell. On the other
hand, we performed the double dimensional reduction on a circle and showed that dual
1+5 M5 action reduces directly to the standard conventional D4-brane action. This is in
contrast to the conventional PST M5 action for which the double dimensional reduction
results in a dual D4 action.
The dual 1+5 action presented here is in a non-manifestly covariant form. Although
the splitting of 6d worldvolume by picking up a special direction is similar to the case
of conventional 1+5 formalism, the PST covariantisation procedure [15, 35{37] with a
scalar eld seems to be not doable. Instead, an auxiliary 4-form is suggested by [13, 14]
to covariantise the theory. However, we found this issue to be more nontrivial than we
thought at this stage, and we will leave it as a possible future work. Similar obstacles in
the PST covariantisation was also found in the 2+4 formulation [11]. We hope to report
progress on these issues in the near future.
In [38], the PST M5-brane action in the background of AdS7  S4 is regarded as the
exact eective action (called highly eective action there) of the (2,0) superconformal eld
theory in the Coulomb branch. It will be interesting to verify whether the dual 1+5 M5
action as well as the 3+3 M5 action [10] satisfy all the requirements [38] to be a highly
eective action. Moreover, it will be interesting as well to see how these o-shell dierent
actions capture the same quantum nature of the (2,0) superconformal eld theory.
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